
NARTH Conference Gets Mixed And Biased Press Coverage 

By Mike Hatfield 

Fort Worth Swr-Teleeram reporter Aman Batheja's coverage of 

the NARTH Conferen e was nearly non-existent. Instead of actu

ally covering the onference and interviewing NARTH profes

sionals, Bath ja ho in tead to focus on the small number of 

gay prote te o of the DFW Airport MaITiott. 

His report. ··Debac o,· r homosexuality sparks scandal and 
protests," r b tantiated claims by gay activists that 
reorientatio 

· 
··un cientific" and ha1111ful to individuals 

who have sam -sex attractions. If the reporter had 
actually att rence, he would have known that 
these are claims are unfounded. 

His negligen reporting was challenged by Gaiy Davis, (Major, 

U.S. Ann R tired). In a letter to the editor to the Star-Telegram, 

Davis noted: 

Subject: ··&.i: A tr,· Protest Irving NARTH Conference" in your
Sunday, _ OCT Is 

Dear Editor: 

The hypocri i mind-boggling, yet predictable. I am refening to your 
article about the protests at the Annual Conference of the National 
Association for Research And Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH) 
recently held in Irving. 

The same people that demand universal acceptance and tolerance with
out reservation or question will not give that same acceptance and toler
ance to former homosexuals or the organization that helps those former 
homosexuals. The same people that want a "live and let live" attitude 
betw n the homosexual community and heterosexual community will 
001 gram the ame to happy, former homosexuals. 

The s::me people that label NARTH (comprised mainly of degreed and 
pra I 

· 
and psychiatrists) as promoting "quack sci-

ence" (in helping homosexuals give up the lifestyles) promote "no sci
ence" personal opinions and anecdotes as their only "evidence" that 
homosexuality is an unchangeable, and possibly inherited condition. 
There is no conclusive scientific evidence proving outright that homo
sexuality is unchangeable and possibly has inherited cause. 

The same people that bristle with anger that anybody would dare inti
mate that homosexuality might be linked to mental health issues rou
tinely label anybody not totally agreeing with them with a slur that sug
gests that the person not in total agreement is possibly "not right in the 
mind." That routinely used slur would be "homophobic" - with the suf
fix "phobic" being defined as "an unnatural fear of." 

The reason for all of this hypocrisy and aggressive talk by the gay com
munity is simple - the existence of fonner homosexuals (and they are 
real) torpedoes the very foundation of their Tooth Fairy version of why 
they exist and why they cannot change themselves even if they wanted 
to change. It also torpedoes their notion that once one enters their doors 
and joins their clubhouse, that one can never voltmtarily leave nor can 
one ever renounce membership. 

Sincerely, 

G. A. Davis 

In a second article on the NARTH Conference, University of 

Texas reporter Emily Toman reported in a far less biased man

ner. Jn contrast to Batheja, whose interview focused on the pro

testors, she actually interviewed NARTH Board member A1thur 

Goldberg and President-Elect A. Dean Byrd. 

Dr. Byrd told her that a 2002 study showed that most people felt 

unharmed by reorientation therapy. He noted: "No therapist 

wants to provide treatment to harm someone." Mr. Goldberg told 

her: " If you're unhappy being gay, we can help. If not, then 

that's fine, too. We are a pro-choice organization." 

NARTH Conference Papers 

The=�-=-=:·�-=--·=-:'::_:·:."' ARTH Conference in Dallas should be available in the online bookstore in early 2008. 
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